ARCHERY ELK AND MULE DEER
We supply heavy duty water proof dry bags for the convenience of our guests as well as bow
scabbards and riding slickers. Camp is reached in approximately a two-hour horseback ride through some
very rugged country. You will be mounted on one of our excellent, veteran trail horses or mules. All of
our gear is packed into camp on a mule. We occupy the only good campsite on the mountain.
Camp consists of 14’x16’ and 16’x 20’ wall tents equipped with wood burning stoves. One tent is
used for sleeping and is furnished with scrim flooring, roll-a-cots and thermarest pads. The cook tent has
a large dining table, propane stove as well as the wood burner. Meals are of excellent quality and
quantity. We also enjoy a hot shower, a separate latrine tent, and an archery range. Horses and mules are
picketed by day and hobbled and belled at night.
Because of the close proximity of our quarry to camp, we often do not ride a great deal during the
course of the hunt. This can be an option however, as we have spike camps set in two other locations that
may be utilized if necessary.
Our mules are really appreciated when it comes to packing out downed game. It will amaze you
where these animals can go. We supply heavy duty game bags in order to keep meat clean and free of
flies. It is our policy that when an animal is taken it is immediately skinned, quartered and hung to avoid
any chance of spoilage. It is packed off the mountain to a locker within 24 hours. It is the client’s
responsibility to pay processing fees.
We are generally very successful at calling elk into bow range. Most of the shots we take are
under 20 yards. I highly recommend that your clothing and equipment be very quiet. Often animals will
come in quietly and you can be totally unaware of their presence. I always recommend that you practice
prior to your hunt in full hunting dress. Have a friend or partner listen to you draw your bow to make sure
that it and your clothing, etc., is completely quiet. Camouflage patterns are not terribly important as there
are many good patterns available. Be sure to be able to layer your clothing as our temperatures can range
from freezing to 75 degrees. Please discuss your arrowhead selection with us prior to your hunt.

The following personal gear is recommended
Camo Clothing
1- long underwear bottoms
4-heavy socks
1-Goretex boots
Camp shoes
Sunglasses
Flashlight and batteries
Water bottle
Arrow case

2-heavy chamois shirts
3-long underwear tops
Down vest, sweater or polar fleece top
1-rubber bottom un-insulated boots
Camo gloves
Sleeping bag rated to 10 degrees
Binoculars
Compass
Practice points

Toilet articles including a towel and washcloth
1-pair of jeans for the ride in and out of camp
Please remember we are limited to the amount of gear we can pack.
Thank You,
Mike Murphy & Steve Holt
T Bar M Outfitters

1-wool shirt
Regular underwear
Handkerchiefs
Brimmed waterproof camo hat
Quiet Gore-Tex rain suit
Camera and film
Fanny or day pack
One dozen arrows
Knife

